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US Presidential Candidate Sheriff Chance Trahan Talks His Life–Changing Decision Of
Becoming Vegan
Why Chance Trahan Is So Concerned With Saving The Planet From Itself
LOS ANGELES - Feb. 17, 2020 - PRLog -- While other candidates are either ignoring the vegan–demands
being made all across social media, or are making wild distractions away from the holocaust currently
going on at slaughterhouses where animals are quite frankly being pillaged–and–raped as we speak, by the
boatloads, Candidate Chance Trahan is now long–embracing his choice of becoming vegan just for the
mere fact that he wanted to just be healthier and more respectful to animals and the environment. What you
might not have noticed on social–media are calls for these injustices against animals at slaughterhouses to
come to a halt. I'm not talking about the newly celebrated Phoenix–speech, I'm talking about the content
that calls for us to become a completely vegan planet that shows what's really going down at
slaughterhouses.
Chance proclaims, "I've been vegan 3 years now and love it. I am happier and have so much more energy.
Though it can seem to take forever to shop because you have to actually read the backs of packages just to
see what's inside of this stuff I'm putting into my cart, the health and happiness you get just from slightly
changing your diet is worth it. No eggs, no dairy, no meat. Sounds crazy, I know. I used to always talk
about how I could never be meatless, but here I am 3 years later after the day I decided to be better than I
used to be."
Though his expressions are very vague, he continues, "I used to be so against veganism, but now I see we
can make chicken nachos out of plants and it doesn't just taste the same, it's even better than eating an
animal. If you haven't been to an all-vegan restaurant yet and tried the food there yet then you're really
missing out."
"Studies show that when you eat meat and dairy that you're supporting violent acts towards animals that
makes what's going on with ICE and migrant kids seem like a complete distraction. If you only saw the
looks on these animals faces, the trembling, the fear. Look, if you gave a kid a choice on eating an animal
they just met and a piece of fruit, what choice do you think they're going to make? If you meet them, you
can't eat them," Trahan concludes.
And though 2020 US Presidential Chance Trahan's last words are mostly based on vegan memes being
posted on his Instagram stories, we find them to ring very true.
Follow Chance Trahan on Instagram: https://instagram.com/Chance4POTUS
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